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Considering families of subsets of a given set. The families of maximal size are 
determined for (i) Sperner families having the Helly property of order 2; (ii) 
families having the Helly property of order k. 
In a Sperner family of sets, no member may contain another member. By 
an H,-family, we mean a family of sets having the Helly property of order k, 
i.e., in every subfamily with empty intersection, we can find a set consisting 
of at most k sets whose intersection is empty. 
The collection of r-sets of a set X will be denoted by X”‘; for x E X, put 
x(J) = {A c-g p; x E A}. As usual, KP*4 denotes the complete bipartite graph 
on p, 4 vertices, respectively. 
In [l] we prove that (:I:) is, for k > r. the maximal size of an H,-family 
of r-sets of a set with n elements and we give the maximal size of general H,- 
families of subsets of a set. Here we generalize the first result in the case of 
HZ-families just assuming that they are Sperner families. We make also the 
second result more precise in proving the uniqueness of extremal families. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a set with n > 5 elements and Y an integer >2. 
Let fl be a Sperner Hz-family of subsets of X. If the members of .F have at 
most r elements, then 
(1) 
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Moreover, equality holds in (1) (f or r < n/2) i@f 9- = XF” for some x E X. 
For r > n/2 equality occurs in (2) iff: 
(i) II is even and 9- = Xjyn”) or 9- = X$“““) for some x E X, 
(ii) n is odd >7 and Y = X:“+ ““) for some x E X, 
(iii) n = 5 and F = XC3) x forsomexEXorx=K,,,. 
ProoJ We first prove the theorem in the case r < n/2, by induction on 
r> 3. 
(A) Suppose that r > 4 and the theorem holds for r - 1. If 
F c U F=, Xct) is a Sperner H,-family, set 
& = 2- f-l x”’ for 1 <t<n, 
~={~EX(‘-l);A=AlnA2forsomA,,A2E~}, 
28 = (9 E X(‘-‘I\&; B c B, for some B, E 61. 
The Helly property implies that every set in z must contain a set in B. 
Moreover, &‘, 3, and .q-, are disjoint since F is Sperner. Hence we have 
I~l<l~l, (3) 
and, by the induction hypothesis 
(4) 
Each F E .E contains r sets of ,c3 U 3 and each A E &’ is contained in at 
most n -r + 1 sets of F. Consequently 
rlZl<(n--+ l)/-~?/+I2]. (6) 
Combining (4~(6) and the fact that r < n - r, we have 
r-1 r-1 
rJfll=rl*l+rC l&lGrls”;l+(n-r>C l&l, 
t=1 1=1 
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Hence 
(7) 
This proves (1). If equality holds in (l), we must have /LF-, / = 0 by (7). 
Moreover, equality must occur in (5) and, by the induction assumption, 
/37/=0 for l<t<r-2. So rcX(‘) and Theorem1 of [l] allows the 
conclusion F = Xr’ for some x E X. 
(B) To prove the theorem, it suffices to show now the case r = 3. To 
prove inequality (l), we proceed by induction on n. One can easily see that 
/F] < n if n < 4 and IF]< 6 = (“;I) for n = 5. So assume (1) holds for 
Sperner Hz-families F c X”’ U XC2) U XC3’ with 1x1 < n - 1. 
Obviously we may also assume 15 I = 0. Inequalities (3) and (4) imply 
or 
JZZ is a simple graph on n vertices. Suppose this graph is not connected, let 
X, be a smallest connected component. If X, is reduced to a single vertex a, 
two different members of Y containing a only have a as common element. 
Then, inequality (1) is easily checked. 
If IX, / = s > 2, then for every x E X,, y E X\X, , {x, y) is not in &’ and 
therefore is contained in at most one member of .Y. Moreover, if 
{~,b}Ednx’,2~ and y E X\X,, a member of s” may contain {a, .Y) or 
{b, JJ} but not both (by the Helly property). Hence, the number of sets in fl 
that meet both X, and X-X, is at most (s - l)(n - s). Applying the 
induction hypothesis with sets of F that are contained in X, or X\X,, and 
remarking s < n - s, we may write, for 
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and we check easily that 
IFI< (“5’). 
Thus, when J@’ is not connected, strict inequality holds in (1). On the 
other hand, if & is connected, ]& / > n - 1 and, by (8), (1) follows. 
Inequation (1) is proved in every case. 
If equality occurs in (l), &’ must be connected and (3), (4), (8) are 
equalities. ~2 is therefore a tree and every 2-subset in X’2’\~ is contained in 
exactly one set of jr. Let {a, b} E d and x E X\{a, bj. {a, x} and {b, x} are 
respectively contained in members F and G of St. By the Helly property, 
{a, b} n Fn G is not empty; this forces F or G to be {a, b, x} which is 
therefore a member of jr. Thus &’ cannot contain two disjoint edges {a, b} 
and {c, d}, otherwise we should have {a, b, c, d}‘3’ cisr, contradicting the 
Helly property. This concludes the proof of the case r < n/2. 
To prove the theorem in the case Y > n/2, we consider two steps. 
(C) When F contains a 2-set, say {a, b}, set 
jr={FEF;uEFandF#{u,b}}, 
By the Helly property no member of Fa meets a member of Fb. Hence, 
applying the Sperner property of ;T, the family F” defined 'by 
jT”= {F\u;FEF~}U {F\b;FEFb} 
is a Sperner family in X\{u, b} and, by Sperner’s theorem (see [3]), we have 
IT” I < ( 
n-2 
E(n - 2Wl ) . (9) 
It is a straightforward exercice to check the validity of the theorem for n = 5, 
including the examination of the case of equality in (1). Suppose n = 6; if ;3, 
and Fb are both nonempty, then the Sperner property and the fact that no 
member of ;“-, intersects a member of F6 imply that IFa] + ]Fbi < 4. We 
also have ]R’/ < 4. Thus 1x1 < 9 < ( z). If 5 is empty, jT\{u, b} is a 
Sperner H,-family in a set of 5 elements. Hence /F] < 1 + (:) ( (g). 
Suppose now n > 7; we proceed by induction on n. Applying the induction 
hypothesis, we have 
‘r’I G (,(L:2, 1 (10) 
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and, by an easy calculation 
i 
n-3 
< [(n-2)/21 + [(n-2)/21 1 i n-2 J+t;l;zs)=(;n72;)* 
So, (1) is a strict inequality for n > 6. 
(D) When F has no 2-set, the Helly property implies the existence, for 
each FE F, of an element b(F) with the property: F is the only set of X 
containing F\b(F). Thus, as Ttiza pointed out [5], we may apply the 
following result of Bollobis. 
LEMMA (Bollobis [2]). Let Aj and Bi (i E I) be two families of 
subsets of a set X with n elements. If these families have the properties 
AinBi=g for all i E I, 
Ai&AjVBj for i # j, 
then 
The lemma works here with the families (F\b(F))FEs and ({b(F))),,,. It 
follows that 
(12) 
This proves (2). 
Bollobas proved in [2] that equality holds in (11) iff the Bts are equal to 
some B cX, and the Ai’s are all the q-sets of X\B for some integer 9 < n. 
This implies the assertions of our theorem concerning extremal. families in 
case of equality in (2). 0 
Remark 1. We suspect that a similar result holds in general for Sperner 
H,-families with k > 2, for all r > k and for n sufficiently large with respect 
to k. 
Remark 2. The maximal size of a Sperner H,-family of subsets of at 
most 2 elements (case r = 2) is [n2/4] (by Turan’s theorem [4]). 
For general H,-families (not necessarily Sperner’s) inequality (13) below 
was proved in [ 11. We prove here the uniqueness of a solution in the case of 
equality. 
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THEOREM 2. Let X be a set of n elements and let Y c I):=, Xc” be an 
H,-family, where k < Y. Then 
with equality iffT = U,“:: Xc’) U U:=, XF) for some x E X. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 1, put K = Y f’ X@‘. The main 
result of [l] asserts 
(14) 
with equality iff 5=X, (‘) for some x E X. By the Helly property, the 
assertion 5 =Xy’ for some s>k implies F 3x for each 
FE~kUVk+lU... UK. Hence it suffices to show that the theorem holds 
for r=k+ 1. 
Each FEE must contain at least one “own-set” B E Xcr-‘) with the 
properties 
B c F and F is the only member of fl that contains B. 
Denote by 27 the collection of such (r - 1).sets. We have 
l~l~/~l 
and (13) follows from 
Now, suppose equality holds in (13). To prove the theorem, it suffices to 
prove that 6 = Xr’ for some x E X. The above inequalities are equalities; 
thus, every (r - l)-set is contained in some member of jr. 
Choose any F, in x (. is not empty, otherwise 2+-I = X(r-l) would 
contradict the Helly property). F, contains a unique subset in 9, say B,. Let 
b, be the only element of F,\B,. 
If F, =X (that means n = r), B, is the only (r - I)-set that cannot belong 
to E-1 and the theorem is proved. 
If F, # X, we claim that (FO\w) U u is a member of z for every u E X\F, 
and every w E B,. Indeed, if u is a fixed element of X\FO and if w is an 
element of B, U ZJ, then each (r - l)-set of the form (B, U v)\w is in some 
F, Ejr (note that F, = F,,). A set F, has at least k = r - 1 elements in 
B, U V. Hence every k set among the F,‘s intersect, and by the Helly 
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property, all F, have a common element. This element is necessarily b,, 
because F, = B, U b, and w sf F, for w E B,. Finally, F, = (F,\w) U v. This 
proves our claim. 
A trivial induction on IA\Fo / then implies that every set A in Xt’ is in &. 
Remembering (14), we have in fact 
F = xg, 
the proof is complete. 
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